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 15 

ABSTRACT 16 

The proteomic analysis of hairs, yarns or textiles has emerged as a powerful method to 17 

determine species of origin, mainly used in archaeozoological research and fraud control. 18 

Differentiation between the South American Camelid (SAC) species (the wild guanaco and 19 

vicuña and their respective domesticates the llama and alpaca) is particularly challenging 20 

due to poor database information and significant hybridization between species. In this 21 

study, we analysed 41 modern and 4 archaeological samples from the four SACs species. 22 

Despite strong similarities with Old World Camelidae, we identified 7 peptides specific to 23 

SACs assigned to keratin K86 and the keratin-associated proteins KAP13-1 and KAP11-1. 24 

Untargeted multivariate analysis of the LC-MS data permitted to distinguish SAC species and 25 

propose discriminant features. MS/MS-based molecular networking combined with 26 

database-assisted de novo sequencing permitted to identify 5 new taxonomic peptides 27 

assigned to K33a, K81 and/or K83 keratins and KAP19-1. These peptides differentiate the two 28 

wild species, guanaco and vicuña. These results show the value of combining database 29 

search and untargeted metabolomic approaches for paleoproteomics, and reveal for the first 30 

time the potential of molecular networks to highlight deamidation related to diagenesis and 31 
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cluster highly similar peptides related to interchain homologies or intra- or inter-specific 32 

polymorphism. 33 

 34 
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 37 

Significance 38 

This study used an innovative approach combining multivariate analysis of LC-MS data 39 

together with molecular networking and database-assisted de novo sequencing to identify 40 

taxonomic peptides in palaeoproteomics. 41 

It constitutes the first attempt to differentiate between hair fibres from the four South 42 

American Camelids (SACs) based on proteomic analysis of modern and archaeological 43 

samples. It provides different proteomic signatures for each of the four SAC species and 44 

proposes new SAC taxonomic peptides of interest in archaeozoology and fraud control.  45 

SACs have been extensively exploited since human colonization of South America but have 46 

not been studied to the extent of their economic, cultural and heritage importance. Applied 47 

to the analysis of ancient Andean textiles, our results should permit a better understanding 48 

of cultural and pastoral practices in South America. 49 

The wild SACs are endangered by poaching and black-market sale of their fibre. For the first 50 

time, our results provide discriminant features for the determination of species of origin of 51 

contraband fibre. 52 

 53 

1. Introduction 54 

South American camelids (SACs) played a central role in the social, cultural and economic life 55 

of pre-Hispanic societies [1, 2]. Modern SACs include two wild species, the guanaco (Lama 56 

guanicoe) and the vicuña (Vicugna vicugna) and two domestic species, the llama (Lama 57 

glama) and the alpaca (Vicugna pacos) [3]. SACs evolved in South America approximately 2 58 

million years ago (Ma) from Hemiauchenia, a North American immigrant that arrived 3.3 Ma 59 

[4]. The SACs are morphologically similar with inter-specific differences in coat colour and 60 

size. They are adapted to the diverse climatic conditions of the Andes, ranging from the 61 
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extreme aridity of sea level deserts to moist tundra (punas at 3500-5,000 m a.s.l) and the 62 

pampa grasslands with differences in specific latitudinal and vertical distribution. Two 63 

subspecies each of northern and southern vicuña and guanaco have been identified [5-7]. 64 

The four SACs have been extensively exploited since human colonization of the continent to 65 

provide goods (meat, fibre, leather, etc.) and services [1, 2]. Guanaco and vicuña were the 66 

principal source of meat during the Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene [8, 9]. The alpaca 67 

and llama descend from the northern vicuña (V.v. mensalis) and guanaco (L.g. cacsilensis) 68 

subspecies [10] and were domesticated in the central and South-central Andes [11, 12]. They 69 

were the only large domestic animals present before the Spanish Conquest in the 16th 70 

century. Both domestic camelids were the principal animals used in rituals in the central 71 

Andean region [1, 13]. As early as 3000 years ago camelid fibre was used to manufacture 72 

textiles at archaeological sites in the Atacama desert [14] and by Inca time the products of 73 

state controlled textile production comprised the currency of the empire. These textiles, 74 

woven from animal and/or vegetal fibres, are markers of social rank, prestige, and power as 75 

well as vectors of ideology and beliefs in South America, and thus are goods with high 76 

symbolic significance [15, 16]. 77 

The role of domestic camelids narrowed after the 16th century in relation to the major 78 

social and economic upheaval caused by the European Conquest. Spanish documents record 79 

the disappearance of 90% of the domestic camelids together with a similar percentage of 80 

the human population within the first century [17-19]. Nowadays, small poorly managed 81 

herds dominate, producing meat largely for household consumption and fibre for sale on the 82 

market. The wild vicuña and guanaco possess short, extremely fine fibre [19], and the 83 

domestics have similar production quality potential but the characteristics vary according to 84 

species, variety or even the altitude where the individuals live [20]. Domestic camelids 85 

present a diverse range of coat colour patterns [2, 9] and different phenotypes can be 86 

distinguished based on fibre characteristics for both species. There are two phenotypes of 87 

alpacas, with approximately 90 % exhibiting shorter, crimped fibres of the huacaya type 88 

while the remainder are of the suri type with long wavy, silky fibres [2]. At least four 89 

phenotypes or varieties of llamas have been described from the central Andes [19]. Most 90 

belong to the q’ara or non-woolly type, which is characterized by relatively sparse fibre 91 

growth. In comparison, the ch’aku or woolly llama has a heavier fleece. Today, alpaca 92 
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dominates the production of SAC fibre [21, 22] while the rarity of high-priced vicuña fleece 93 

makes it an expensive luxury product in international markets [23, 24]. 94 

The taxonomic identification of animal fibres and yarns is a major challenge in diverse 95 

fields including fraud control, fashion, and forensics [25]. In archaeology, the identification of 96 

ancient fibres constitutes the first step to investigate the origin of raw materials used for 97 

artefact manufacturing and the cultural choices underlying this practice by ancient 98 

populations [26]. Morphological characterization of the fibre can be obtained through 99 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [27-29], but identification based on morphology can be 100 

difficult, given high fibre heterogeneity. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) identification 101 

methods have been reported, but appear unsuitable for yarns from degraded textiles or 102 

processed fibres [28-30]. Molecular analyses of DNA remains have been developed as 103 

complementary approaches [12, 31]. However, this approach is limited when DNA is 104 

degraded due to taphonomic and diagenetic processes. 105 

Proteomics has emerged as a complementary method to identify animal textile fibres 106 

[32-36]. The development of paleoproteomics [37-40] applied to archaeological fibre 107 

samples has permitted insight into the weaving of textiles and clothing in past societies [41-108 

48]. For human samples, hair shaft proteomics has applications in forensic as well as 109 

bioarchaeology [43, 49, 50] and has recently been proposed to distinguish gender and 110 

ethnicity [51]. The application of (paleo)proteomics to hair fibres faces two challenges. First, 111 

fibres and fleeces are made of a series of filament-forming trichocyte keratin proteins [52, 112 

53]. Keratins form coiled coil structures assembled into heteropolymeric filaments, 113 

associated with a network of keratin-associated proteins (KAPs). Keratins are classified into 114 

two families: type I (K31 to K40, 40–55 kDa, acidic), and type II (K81 to K87, 55–70 kDa, basic 115 

or neutral). The important similarities in sequences observed for keratins within a same type 116 

make it difficult to assign a peptide to a specific protein. A second challenge arises from the 117 

absence of sequenced genomes for uncommon species (either wild or domestic), which 118 

limits identification based on database search to cross-species proteomics [54]. This is 119 

particularly true for SAC fibres, as the NCBI database contains only sequences from one SAC 120 

(Tribe Lamini), the alpaca (V. pacos). It also contains sequences from the three Old World 121 

camelid species (Tribe Camelini): the Bactrian camel (Camelus bactrianus), the wild Bactrian 122 

camel (Camelus ferus) and the dromedary (Camelus dromaderus). Additionally, the sequence 123 
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information for keratins and KAPs of C. dromaderus and V. pacos is partial. Another difficulty 124 

for SAC is the? extensive hybridization between the two domestic species [12]. Few studies 125 

have explored hair fibre proteins from camelids, either through MALDI peptide fingerprint 126 

[55] or shotgun LC-MS/MS analysis [42, 44], providing a few diagnostic peptides associated 127 

to the Camelidae family. 128 

Untargeted multivariate analysis of LC-MS data [56] and molecular networking, which 129 

clusters ions based on the similarities in their MS/MS spectra [57, 58] have emerged as 130 

powerful methods to investigate complex mixtures, mainly in metabolomics. These methods 131 

have never been applied in palaeoproteomics. Here we propose to use these methods for 132 

the first time to address the notoriously complex issue of fibre identification of SACs. 133 

 134 

2. Material and methods 135 

2.1. Modern and archaeological samples 136 

Modern hair samples of 45 specimens (41 modern and 4 archaeological) representing 137 

the four species were collected from animals in France and Peru. In total our sample includes 138 

25 alpacas (57 %), 6 llamas (13%), 7 guanacos (15 %) and 7 vicuña (15%), (Table 1). Within 139 

this sample, llama L1 has a llama-like phenotype and is classified as a llama, but is recognised 140 

by its owner as a llama x alpaca hybrid.  141 

Modern samples were taken from live animals at zoos located in France (Parc Zoologique de 142 

Paris (MNHN) in Vincennes, Ménagerie du Jardin des Plantes (MNHN) in Paris, Montpellier 143 

zoo); from personal fibre collections (Elise Dufour, Nicolas Goepfert and Christophe 144 

Moulherat) and from the CONOPA Alpaca Genetic Diversity Project (Fig. 1; Table 1). When 145 

available, information about age, sex, breed and location were recorded (Table 1). 146 

Archaeological hair samples from 4 specimens of naturally desiccated mummies (2 alpacas 147 

and 2 llamas) were also collected (Fig. 1; Table 1). They come from the Late Intermediate 148 

(AD 950-1350) site of El Yaral [59, 60] located in the extremely arid Moquegua valley of 149 

southern Peru at an elevation of 1000 m a.s.l. The mummies were identified on the basis of 150 

phenotypic traits (body conformation, fibre distribution, incisor morphology) [59] and 151 

detailed analysis of their fibre characteristics revealed greater fineness and uniformity than 152 

in present day animals [3]. The samples were exported under Resolución Suprema No. 075-153 
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96-ED of 26 September 1996.  154 

 155 

 156 

Fig. 1. Clockwise: Hair collection on alpaca A16 Paratia, Puno, Peru and representative hair fibre 157 

samples collected in this study: llama SB1 Santa Barbara, Cuzco; archaeological llama EY66 El Yaral, 158 

Moquegua; alpaca A16 Paratia, Puno. 159 

 160 

Table 1 161 

List of the hair samples used in this study. The archaeological samples are highlighted in grey. 162 
Species Sample Sex Age phenotype Origin  

Alpaca  A1 male  huacaya France Ménagerie du Jardin des Plantes, Paris 

Vicugna pacos A2 male  huacaya France Ménagerie du Jardin des Plantes, Paris 

 A3 male  huacaya France Ménagerie du Jardin des Plantes, Paris 

 A16 _PR-01 male juvenile huacaya Peru Paratia, Puno 

 A17_PR-20 female juvenile suri Peru Paratia, Puno 

 A18_PR-21 male  huacaya Peru Paratia, Puno 

 A19_PR-29 female  suri Peru Paratia, Puno 

 A20_PA-02 female  huacaya Peru Patambuco, Puno 

 A21_PA-15 female  huacaya Peru Patambuco, Puno 

 A22_PA-18 female  huacaya Peru Patambuco, Puno 

 A23_PA-28 female  suri Peru Patambuco, Puno 

 A24_CN-02 male  suri Peru Conduriri, Puno 

 A25_CN-12 male  suri Peru Conduriri, Puno 

 A26_CN-20 male  suri Peru Conduriri, Puno 

 A27_CN-28 female  suri Peru Conduriri, Puno 

 A28_MZ-07 female  suri Peru Santa Rosa de MazoCruz, Puno 

 A29_MZ-15 female  suri Peru Santa Rosa de MazoCruz, Puno 

 A30_MZ-19 male  huacaya Peru Santa Rosa de MazoCruz, Puno 

 A31_MZ-29 female  suri Peru Santa Rosa de MazoCruz, Puno 

 A32_SR-09 female  suri Peru Santa Rosa Melgar, Puno 

 A33_PS-01 male  huacaya Peru Pisacoma, Puno 
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 A34_CP-15 female  huacaya Peru Capazo, Puno 

 A35_CO-16 male  suri Peru Cojata, Puno 

 EY54       Peru El Yaral (AD 950-1350), Moquegua 

  EY104       Peru El Yaral (AD 950-1350), Moquegua 

Llama L2    Peru Huaca Pucllana, Lima 

Lama glama L3 male 5-6 y  Peru Huaca Pucllana, Lima 

 SB1    Peru Santa Barbara, Canchis, Cuzco  

 EY66       Peru El Yaral (AD 950-1350), Moquegua 

 EY69       Peru El Yaral (AD 950-1350), Moquegua 

 L1 female  hybrid Peru Huaca Pucllana, Lima 

Vicuña M06189 female 10.5 y   France Montpellier Zoo 

Vicugna vicugna M08089 female 9.5 y  France Montpellier Zoo 

 M15117 male 1.5 y  France Montpellier Zoo 

 ZB5218 female 21 y  France Parc zoologique de Paris, Vincennes 

 ZB5219 female 7 y  France Parc zoologique de Paris, Vincennes 

 ZB5220 male 7 y  France Parc zoologique de Paris, Vincennes 

  V1       Peru Puno (MNHN collection Paris) 

Guanaco G1    Patagonia San Fernando  

Lama guanicoe ZB4359 male 4.5 y  France Parc zoologique de Paris, Vincennes 

 ZB4360 female 2.5 y  France Parc zoologique de Paris, Vincennes 

 ZB4654 female 8 y  France Parc zoologique de Paris, Vincennes 

 ZB4656 female 13 y  France Parc zoologique de Paris, Vincennes 

 ZB5416 female 18 y  France Parc zoologique de Paris, Vincennes 

  ZB5418 female 16 y   France Parc zoologique de Paris, Vincennes 

 163 

2.2. Protein extraction and treatment 164 

For each individual, about 20 mg hair was washed with milliQ water + 2% Decon™ 90 165 

(Decon Laboratories) under stirring, washed 2 × 15 min in a MeOH/CHCl3 (1:2 v/v) under 166 

stirring and then washed 15 min in milliQ water under sonication. The washed fibres were 167 

treated following the procedure described in [44], adapted from [35]. Briefly, the fibres were 168 

extracted upon incubation under stirring for 3 days at 50°C in 3 mL 25mM Tris-HCl, 2.4 M 169 

thiourea, 5M urea (pH 8.5), and dithiothreitol (DTT, 100 mM). After filtration, a fraction of 170 

the protein extract (100 µL) was reduced upon 1 h incubation in the presence of DTT (5 mM) 171 

and alkylated upon 1 h incubation in the dark in the presence of iodoacetamide (20 mM). 172 

Finally, 1 μL of trypsin gold® (1 g/L in 50 mM acetic acid) was added, the solution was 173 

completed to 1 mL with milliQ water and incubated at 37 °C for 16 h. 174 

The digests were treated by solid phase extraction on a C8 cartridge (Sep-Pak C8 Plus, 175 

400 mg sorbent, 37–55 μm particle size, Waters). After conditioning the cartridge with 8 mL 176 

HPLC-grade CH3CN and 4 mL milliQ-water + 0.1% formic acid (FA), the sample was loaded 177 

and the cartridge was washed with 1 mL H2O + 0.1% FA and eluted with 2 mL H2O + 0.1% FA/ 178 
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CH3CN 20:80 (v/v). The samples were dried under vacuum and resuspended in 1 mL H2O + 179 

0.1% FA/ CH3CN 70:30 (v/v). 180 

 181 

2.3. Analysis of the digests by mass spectrometry 182 

The trypsic digests were analysed by ultra-high-performance liquid chromatography - 183 

mass spectrometry (UHPLC-MS) on an Ultimate 3000-RSLC system (Thermo Scientific) 184 

connected to an electrospray ionization - quadrupole–time of flight (ESI-Q-TOF) instrument 185 

(Maxis II ETD, Bruker Daltonics) following the conditions described in [44]. Briefly, the 186 

separation was achieved using a RSLC Polar Advantage II Acclaim column (2.2 μm, 120 Å, 2.1 187 

× 100 mm, Thermo Scientific) with a linear gradient of mobile phase A (milliQ water + FA 188 

0.1%) and B (LC-MS grade CH3CN + FA 0.08%), at 300 μL/min. The MS detection was carried 189 

out in positive mode in the range m/z 100–2000. Analyses were performed using collision-190 

induced dissociation in data dependent auto-MS/MS mode. The MS instrument was 191 

calibrated at each run start using a sodium formate solution. The injection volume was 192 

adjusted (between 1 and 12 µL) in order to obtain a similar MS total ion chromatogram 193 

intensity. 194 

 195 

2.4. Data analysis 196 

The LC-MS/MS data were analysed and converted to mgf files using Data Analysis 4.4 197 

software (Bruker Daltonics). Database search was carried out with Mascot 198 

(www.matrixscience.com, in-house licence), against the NCBI and SwissProt protein 199 

databases. We restricted the search to Mammalia, allowed 2 missed cleavages and 200 

considered Cys carbamidomethylation as a fixed modification and Asp and Glu deamidation 201 

together with Met oxidation as variable modifications. Charge states 1+, 2+, and 3 + were 202 

considered with 10 ppm tolerance for precursor ions and 0.05 Da tolerance for MS/MS 203 

fragments. The statistic decoy was applied to minimise false-positive match. In addition, we 204 

performed error-tolerant search against NCBI protein database restricted to Camelidae 205 

sequences. Combined Mascot results were generated with ProteinScape Version 4.0.2 206 

(Bruker Daltonics). The LC-MS/MS data and Mascot results have been deposited in the 207 

ProteomeXchange Consortium via the PRIDE [61] partner repository with the dataset 208 

identifier PXD018980 and 10.6019/PXD018980. The LC-MS/MS data were also analysed 209 
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using PEAKS DB Studio software version 7.5 (BioInformatics Solutions) [62], which performs 210 

database search - assisted de novo sequencing. PEAKS searches (including de novo, PEAKS 211 

PTM and SPIDER algorithms) were performed against the restricted Camelidae NCBI protein 212 

database, using the same search parameters as in Mascot. The de novo scores were set to 213 

1% FDR. We used the last proposed nomenclatures for keratins [63] and KAPs [64]. For 214 

keratins, the correspondence with the previous classifications is provided in [44]. 215 

A list of diagnostic peptides potentially distinguishing between Camelidae species was 216 

made based on the literature, alignments of the available sequences, Mascot and PEAKS 217 

results. The peptides were selected based on specificity (checked by peptide alignments with 218 

blastp, https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi), length (longer than 6 amino acids) and 219 

scores. 220 

The LC-MS/MS data of a subset of representative samples from the four SAC species 221 

(30 samples belonging to 17 alpacas, 5 guanacos 3 llamas and 7 vicuñas) were treated with 222 

MetaboScape 3.0 software (Bruker Daltonics) to perform feature detection and quantitation 223 

from MS spectra, together with feature matching across samples. A feature is defined as the 224 

de-isotoped m/z signals belonging to the same molecule. This treatment permitted to 225 

generate a multivariate matrix of 30 rows and 3062 features. The generated data matrix 226 

treated was submitted to multivariate statistical analysis: principal component analysis 227 

(PCA), partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS–DA) [65] and sparse PLS-DA (sPLS-DA) 228 

[66] using the package mixOmics [67] in the freely available R environment version 3.6.1 229 

(www.r-project.org). sPLS-DA was carried out for 3 components with 50 variables kept per 230 

component.  231 

The molecular network was constructed with the Global Natural Products Social 232 

Molecular Networking (GNPS) open source platform [58] using a single xml file exported 233 

from MetaboScape as input, permitting to take into account retention times. The following 234 

set-up was used: parent ion mass tolerance of 0.05 Da, fragment ion mass tolerance 0.05 Da, 235 

cluster minimal size 1, minimum matched peaks 4, minimum cosine similarity score 0.5, MS 236 

Cluster off. The resulting network was visualized using Cytoscape open source software 237 

version 3.7.1 [68]. 238 

 239 

3. Results 240 
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3.1. Targeted taxonomic peptide search 241 

First, we examined the best protein hits obtained for each of the 45 SAC samples through 242 

database search (supporting information Table S1, Figures S1-S3). The best sequence 243 

coverage was found for type I keratins (best hit for K33a with 41 to 74% coverage), then type 244 

II keratins (best hit K83, with 25 to 69 % coverage) and finally KAPs (best hit for KAP13-1 with 245 

10 to 51 % coverage). The best-hit taxonomy was always Camelus sp. for K33a, Camelus sp. 246 

or V. pacos for K83 and always V. pacos for KAP13-1, which only provided unambiguous 247 

identification at the family level. The available sequence referenced for K33a from V. pacos 248 

(XP_015107542.1) is truncated (see alignment provided as supporting information Figure 249 

S4), which precludes its identification in the alpaca samples. 250 

The taxonomic peptide markers already reported in the literature for Camelidae [42, 251 

44] (supporting information Table S2) and keratin sequence alignments (supporting 252 

information Table S3) provided a list of potential diagnostic peptides for the differentiation 253 

of alpaca (and potentially all the Lamini tribe) from the Camelini tribe. Two diagnostic SAC 254 

peptides from keratin K86 and three from KAP13-1 were detected in our study (supporting 255 

information Table S4). K86 peptide EYQEVLNSK was found mainly in the extracts from the 256 

domestic species (alpaca and llama) as well one vicuña while LCEGLGAVNVCVSSSR was 257 

detected in all four SAC species. KAP13-1 peptides SSFDSPNYFSSR and SWQPASFQPIFR were 258 

detected in the four SAC species while CQTFQVESSPCQSSCYR was detected only in certain 259 

alpaca samples. In addition, error-tolerant search permitted to propose a diagnostic peptide 260 

sequence carrying a Cys to Trp substitution in KAP11-1, TYQQSWVSSCR, detected in all but 261 

one of the vicuña samples and in two alpaca samples. A total of 7 diagnostic peptides were 262 

identified based on database search (Table 2, supporting information Table S4). Their 263 

specificity was proposed based on distribution within the samples. 264 

 265 

 266 

  267 
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Table 2 268 

Diagnostic peptides proposed for the proteomics identification of Camelidae fibres and % occurrence 269 

per SAC species (A: alpaca, n = 25; L: llama, n = 6; V: vicuña, n = 7; G: guanaco, n = 6). Peptides in 270 

black are proposed from database search. The number of observations is based on the presence of 271 

MS/MS spectra for each sample (supporting information Table S4). Peptides in blue are proposed 272 

from untargeted approaches and molecular networking combined with de novo sequencing (see 273 

section 3.2). Their occurrence is based on peak detection in the LC-MS data (supporting information 274 

Table S5). Correspondence between the two modes is shown for peptide TYQQSWVSSCR from 275 

KAP11-1. 276 

*These sequences can be used to differentiate between Camelidae but are shared with other 277 

mammals. 278 
 Protein % occurrence per SAC species Proposed specificity Ref. 

Type I keratin diagnostic peptides  A L V G   

YGSQLSQVQGLITNVEHQLAEIR K31,33,34 

 

Camelidae. [42, 44] 

QTEELNKQVVSSSEQLQSNQAEIIELRR K31,33,34 

 

Camelidae. Absent in guanaco. [44] 

QVVSSSEQLQSNQAEIIELR K31,33,34 

 

Camelidae. Absent in guanaco. [42] 

CGPCNTFMR K33a 

 

Camelini. [44] 

NSLENTLTETEAR* K33a 

 

Camelidae. Absent in alpaca (1 exception). This study 

Type II keratin diagnostic peptides     

EYQEVLNSK* K86 

 

Mainly domestic SAC. Absent in guanaco. This study 

LCEGLGAVNVCVSSSR K86 

 

SAC. This study 

DLNLDCIVAEIKEQYDDIAR K81,83,86 

 

Camelidae. [44] 

LEAAVTQAEQQGEATVNDAR K81,86 

 

Camelini. [42] 

KYEEEVTLR* K81,83 

 

Camelini, vicuña, alpaca & hybrid llama. Absent in guanaco. This study 

KKYEEETTLR K83 

 

SAC. Vicuña, alpaca & hybrid llama. Absent in guanaco. This study 

KAP diagnostic peptides      

TSTLSRPCQTTYSGSLGFGSR KAP13-1 

 

Camelus ferus. [44] 

AFSSVR KAP13-1 

 

Camelidae. This study 

CQTFQVESSPCQSSCYR KAP13-1 

 

SAC. Certain alpacas. This study 

SSFDSPNYFSSR KAP13-1 

 

SAC. This study 

SWQPASFQPIFR KAP13-1 

 

SAC. This study 

TYQQSWVSSCR KAP11-1 

 

SAC. Vicuña, alpaca & hybrid llama. Absent in guanaco. This study 

LGHGFGFSGYGYGSGSGSFR KAP19-1 

 

SAC. Absent in vicuña. This study 

LGHGFGFSGYGFGSGSGSFR KAP19-1 

 

Certain vicuñas. This study 
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 279 

3.2. Untargeted taxonomic peptide search 280 

The peptide markers found in the targeted approach are good indicators that 281 

individual species-specific markers may exist. In order to identify the signals involved in the 282 

group segregation, we performed an untargeted search and analysed the global proteomic 283 

signature of a set of representative samples from each SAC species (30 samples in total). The 284 

LC-MS data were converted to a multivariate matrix containing intensities of the features 285 

detected (3062 variables), and multivariate analysis was performed to assess the structure 286 

of the dataset and highlight the features discriminating among SAC species. The first two 287 

components of the PCA explained 38 and 25% of variance, respectively (Fig. 2A). The score 288 

plot showed mainly a segregation of archaeological versus modern samples, visible on the 289 

second component. Most of the modern samples shared very close proteomic profiles, with 290 

the exception of two outliers, the vicuña V1 and the hybrid llama L1 samples. The PLS-DA 291 

improved the discrimination between SAC species (Fig. 2B-C). While the first component 292 

(15% of explained variance) mainly segregated the archaeological and two outliers from the 293 

rest, the second component (9% of explained variance) separated the wild (guanaco, vicuña) 294 

from the domesticated (llama, alpaca) samples. The third component (10% of explained 295 

variance) tended to separate between guanaco and vicuña. Finally, s-PLS-DA was used to 296 

identify the most discriminant features between species (Fig. 2D-E). Selection of the 50 most 297 

discriminant variables per component separated llama samples from all the other samples 298 

along the first component, wild and domesticated individuals on the second one and  299 

guanaco and vicuña on the third one.  300 
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 301 

Fig. 2. Bottom-up proteomic profiling of SAC hair protein extracts. Score plot of the: PCA (A), PLS-DA 302 

(B,C) and s-PLS-DA (D,E) performed from the LC-MS data. The archaeological samples are underlined. 303 

 304 

This analysis permitted generation of a list of features of taxonomic interest 305 

(supporting information Table S5). Two main types of differences were observed: (i) 306 

between modern and archaeological samples and (ii) related to the taxonomy. To help in the 307 

feature assignment, we generated a molecular network, which clusters ions based on the 308 

similarities in their MS/MS spectra [57, 58] (Fig. 3). The ions of interest were annotated 309 

through database-assisted de novo sequencing. This approach was useful to identify features 310 

selectively detected in the archaeological samples, which consisted in highly-deamidated 311 

peptides (Fig. 3A-B). In addition, it permitted to highlight important sequence similarities 312 

between keratins, with peptides from type I or type II keratins forming clusters (Fig. 3 A-C). 313 

Most importantly, molecular networking permitted to cluster sequences showing high 314 

similarities and differentiating between species (Fig 3. D-F). As an example, the [M+3H]3+ 315 

ions at m/z 660.96 and 666.29 appeared as interesting diagnostic peptides to differentiate 316 

vicuña from the other SACs (Fig 3.D). Automatic database-assisted de novo sequencing did 317 

not provide reliable sequences. However, the similarities in the MS/MS spectra revealed by 318 

the network permitted manual de novo sequencing, providing two sequences varying by one 319 
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amino acid, attributed to KAP19-1 (Fig. 4). A substitution (Asp to Asn) was also highlighted in 320 

the peptide DSLENTLTETEAR from K31 (Fig 3.E). 321 

We represented the distribution per species in the molecular network nodes based 322 

on detection of the ions in the LC-MS data (intensity above a threshold corresponding to 323 

background signal) and not based on occurrence of MS/MS data. This permitted to revise 324 

visually the distribution of diagnostic peptides proposed from database search (Table 2). For 325 

example, TYQQSWVSSCR from KAP11-1 ([M+2H]2+ at m/z 701.31), proposed as vicuña and 326 

alpaca diagnostic peptide, was confirmed to be specific to these two species, but also 327 

appeared in sample L1, corresponding to the llama hybrid (Fig. 3F). This peptide clustered 328 

with a [M+2H]2+ ion at m/z 739.79, also specific to vicuña and alpaca, assigned to the partial 329 

sequence TYQQSA by de novo sequencing.  330 

 331 

 332 

Fig. 3. Molecular network of bottom-up proteomic data of SAC hair protein extracts. Selected 333 

clusters of features selected from s-PLS-DA (circled in yellow) or molecular network analysis, 334 

attributed to differences between modern and archaeological samples (A,B), inter-chain keratin 335 
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sequence similarities (A,C) or differences related to taxonomy (D, E, F). The nodes are annotated with 336 

peptide sequences and modifications. (A) Cluster assigned to sequences QLVEADLNGLRR from K33a 337 

and QLVESDINGLRR from K31, carrying different modifications; (B) Cluster assigned to sequence 338 

YGSQLSQVQGLITNVEHQLAEIR from K31 harbouring different extent of deamidation. In (A,B), the 339 

deamidated peptides are over-represented in the alpaca and llama archaeological samples. (C) 340 

Cluster assigned to highly similar peptides from type-2 keratins; (D) Cluster of features discriminating 341 

vicunã from the three other SAC species, assigned to sequences attributed to KAP 19-1, determined 342 

by manual de novo sequencing; (E) Cluster assigned to peptide DSLENTLTETEAR from K31, permitting 343 

to propose an Asp to Asn substitution mainly in non-alpaca species; (F) Cluster assigned to a peptide 344 

from KAP 11-1 with a Cys to Trp in substitution and related sequence determined by de novo 345 

sequencing, over-represented in alpaca and vicuña. 346 

 347 

 348 

Fig. 4. MS/MS spectra of the [M+2H]2+ species at m/z 660.96 (vicuña sample M06189) and m/z 349 

666.29 (guanaco sample ZB5418) clustered in Fig. 3D, used for manual de novo sequencing. The N-350 

terminal segment was proposed from the sequence of KAP 19-1 from V. pacos, shown above the 351 

spectra. 352 

 353 

Combining untargeted analysis, molecular networking and identification through 354 

database-assisted de novo sequencing permitted proposal of 5 new diagnostic peptides 355 

(Table 2). In addition to TYQQSWVSSCR from KAP11-1, 4 peptides permitted differentiation 356 

between the two wild species, guanaco and vicuña. KYEEEVTLR and KKYEEETTLR from type II 357 

keratins were absent in guanaco, LGHGFGFSGYGYGSGSGSFR from KAP1-91 was absent in 358 

vicuña and the Tyr to Phe substituted LGHGFGFSGYGFGSGSGSFR was detected in 2 out of 7 359 

vicuña samples. Note that the diagnostic peptides KYEEEVTLR and KKYEEETTLR from type II 360 
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keratins and TYQQSWVSSCR from KAP11-1 were not detected in llama samples with the 361 

exception of the hybrid llama. 362 

 363 

4. Discussion 364 

4.1. Combining targeted and untargeted approaches in paleoproteomics 365 

The species-specific identification of SAC hair keratin proved challenging. Database-366 

search approaches, which are usually used in paleoproteomics [45], permitted identification 367 

of diagnostic peptides informative at the tribe level, i.e., differentiating Camelini and Lamini 368 

but failed to differentiate within Lamini. This illustrates the difficulty of proteomic-based 369 

identification at the species level when information in the databases is missing or partial. 370 

The sequence information available for keratins and KAPs is particularly poor for SAC, as 371 

compared to other clades (supporting information Table S6). In this context, the use of 372 

untargeted approaches is relevant because it permitted us to highlight discriminant signals, 373 

some of which could be subsequently identified by de novo sequencing. 374 

The untargeted multivariate analysis of proteomics data is known to be a powerful 375 

method to hunt for biomarkers [69] or perform high-throughput analysis of post-376 

translational modifications in proteins [70]. For the differentiation between animal hair 377 

fibres, hierarchical clustering [48], PCA and PLS based on MALDI-TOF peptide fingerprint [55] 378 

as well as quantitative proteomics [36] can provide signatures discriminating between 379 

species. Here we confirm the potential of such approaches for (archaeo)zoological 380 

applications on SAC fibres. One limitation of this approach is the difficulty of identifying the 381 

discriminant signals. In addition, for paleoproteomics, the mass shifts resulting from 382 

degradation such as deamidation generates multiple signals for a single peptide, resulting in 383 

different signatures between altered and unaltered samples. This trend is illustrated here 384 

with the PCA that segregates mainly modern and archaeological samples. In this context, 385 

molecular networking provides pertinent information for the identification of discriminant 386 

features and the clustering of a given peptide with its modified forms. 387 

Molecular networking based on MS/MS data has emerged in the last ten years as a 388 

powerful method to investigate complex mixtures, applied mainly to metabolomics and 389 

natural product discovery [58, 71]. It has been used for proteo(peptido)genomic approaches 390 

for the discovery of peptidic natural products [72, 73], but never for paleoproteomics. Here 391 
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we show that it serves to highlight modifications related to diagenesis, such as deamidation, 392 

confirming its potential to detect peptide degradation products in complex biomatrices [74]. 393 

This circumvents the difficulty of interpreting multivariate data analysis of samples with 394 

different degrees of alteration. In addition, this method permits clustering of peptides with 395 

high sequence similarities. The clustered peptides can be highly similar fragments from 396 

different keratin chains or result from amino acid substitutions related to intra- or inter-397 

specific polymorphism (Fig. 3). As for natural product discovery, molecular networking 398 

applied to bottom-up proteomics is very useful to identify ions of interest. We were able to 399 

perform manual de novo sequencing based on similarities in different MS/MS spectra 400 

highlighted by the molecular network (Fig. 4). Using multiple MS/MS data from highly similar 401 

peptides allows de novo sequencing to be greatly simplified through matching of the b- and 402 

y-series between spectra. An automation of this process would benefit paloeproteomic 403 

research. 404 

 405 

4.2. Characterization at the family and tribe level 406 

Our work demonstrates the existence of genetic markers in Camelidae and the 407 

potential of keratin proteomics to retrieve phylogenetic information. The existence of 408 

genetic differences between the Camelini and Lamini is not surprising given their 409 

evolutionary history and ancestor separation in the Late Oligocene - Late Miocene (~16-17 410 

Ma) [75]. The Camelidae originated in North America about 45 Ma and collagen 411 

paleoproteomics has helped to infer the phylogenetic relationships of these extinct [76]. 412 

Approximately 3 Ma, some species of Lamini migrated to South America (67) where they 413 

gave rise to the SACs [77]. The presence of peptide markers revealed here suggests that 414 

proteomics might be useful to explore past diversity that was larger than at present and 415 

taxonomic relationships among SACs. However, this approach relies on the survival of 416 

molecules in ancient remains and because keratin has less chance of surviving in the fossil 417 

record than collagen and other bone proteins keratin proteomics might be restricted to 418 

recent and modern applications. 419 

Our proteomics results show for the first time specific markers for the two wild 420 

species of Lamini. This is in agreement with the mitochondrial and nuclear DNA evidence 421 

that documents two separate genera [4, 78, 79] with no evidence for hybridization between 422 
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the wild guanaco and vicuña even when individuals of both genera are sympatric [78]. 423 

Regarding the domestic species, although we identified markers that allow to distinguish 424 

some of the llamas from the alpacas, we also found that the two species share various 425 

specific sequences and thus are not clearly separated. This is in keeping with the lack of 426 

agreement arising from multivariate analysis as well as morphological observations leading 427 

to contradictory hypotheses regarding the phylogeny of domestic species [3]. For instance in 428 

1988 a molecular study of antibodies suggested alpaca and llama were closer to each other 429 

[80] than to their respective wild ancestor identified via nuclear DNA [4]. Confusion might 430 

partly result from low genetic divergence. All SACs share the same karyotype (2n = 74) and 431 

can produce fertile hybrids under natural or human controlled breeding. Although there is a 432 

general difference in size (the smallest is the vicuña and the largest the llama), species-433 

specific identification from skeletal examination is acknowledged to be difficult, due to 434 

proximity in morphological conformation of llama and alpaca [11]. Fibre morphology and 435 

diameter present general distinctive characteristics but they tend to overlap among species 436 

[28]. 437 

Overall, hybridization might be the most important factor accounting for the long 438 

standing debate about llama and alpaca ancestry and also for the results of the present 439 

study. Prior to the conquest, controlled breeding produced high quality fibre producing 440 

alpacas and llamas [19, 81], but today 90% of Peruvian alpacas and most llamas are kept in 441 

mixed herds of fewer than 100 animals and selective reproduction in generally not practiced. 442 

DNA analysis documents that >80% of alpacas and >40% of llamas in the Andes are hybrids 443 

[79]. Crossbreeding between alpacas and llamas is practiced by some herders to produce 444 

hybrids with better fibre quality or higher fleece weight to increase income. Visual 445 

identification of hybrids is uncertain, although Quechua speaking herders refer to them as 446 

wari, distinguishing between llama wari and alpaca wari based on appearance or known 447 

breeding history [2]. One of our study animals (L1) was identified as a llama wari and was the 448 

only “llama” sampled with peptides KYEEEVTLR, KKYEEETTLR, and TYQQSWVSSCR that may 449 

be specific to alpacas and vicuñas. Therefore, these peptides could be markers of the 450 

Vicugna genus. The second peptide is particularly interesting as it was found in all the alpaca 451 

and vicuña samples. It would be important to analyse more llama samples, especially DNA 452 

tested non-hybrids if possible, to test this hypothesis.  453 
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The proposed diagnostic peptides were only rarely detected for every sample 454 

assigned to a given species. This could be related to a limit of detection in the LC-MS/MS 455 

analysis or result from intraspecific variability or hybridization. A wide sampling of 456 

individuals from the four SAC species would be important to validate the proposed 457 

diagnostic markers and search for ones related to subspecies and/or phenotypes, in 458 

particular within the wild species. 459 

 460 

4.3. Consideration for future SAC fibre analysis 461 

The taxonomic identification of fibres is primarily used in fraud control and 462 

archaeozoology. The bottom-up proteomic signature (Fig. 2) and diagnostic peptides 463 

proposed in this study for the differentiation of Camelidae (Table 2) should be of great 464 

interest in these two contexts. In every case, species identification should rely on several 465 

markers to prevent false results resulting from hybridization between the domestic species. 466 

All SACs have high quality fibre, but vicuña fibres are recognized as the best by the 467 

textile industry. Fibre price depends on its quality (fineness, absence of prickle, length) as 468 

well as fleece characteristics (colour, single or double coat type) [22] and productivity. 469 

Because vicuña produces the finest fibre it was poached almost to extinction, before 470 

receiving protection [82]. Even now, despite regulated legal shearing of live vicuña and sale 471 

of this fibre, illegal hunting and black-market sale of vicuña fibre continues to flourish. 472 

Guanaco fleece is double-coated with undercoat hair nearly as fine as vicuña. It has also 473 

been threatened by extinction due to overhunting. Commerce in both vicuña and guanaco 474 

fibre and high end luxury products is regulated by CITES, but enforcement is difficult given 475 

the elevated value and flourishing illegal trade. The diagnostic peptides identified in this 476 

study to differentiate guanaco and vicuña fibre should be highly valuable in this context. In 477 

particular, the diagnostic peptides LGHGFGFSGYGFGSGSGSFR / LGHGFGFSGYGYGSGSGSFR 478 

from K19-1 should allow absolute identification of vicuña fibre to ensure honesty in labelling 479 

of finished products, and to document illegal movement of mislabelled fibre shipments 480 

where poached vicuña fleece is passed as alpaca fibre. 481 

The specific determination of hair found in archaeological contexts will constitute a 482 

major step forward in understanding the use and role of SACs in the past without actualistic 483 

preconceived ideas. It is generally assumed that the present distribution and production 484 
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characteristics of SACs were the same in the past. Some scholars have claimed that in the 485 

past only alpaca from the highlands were able to produce high quality fibre [20], but this 486 

assertion has been reassessed. The analysis of fibre from naturally mummified pre-Inca 487 

alpacas and llamas reared at 1,000 m a.s.l in the Moquegua valley at El Yaral, has revealed 488 

the existence of both alpacas and llamas with higher quality fibre than is generally found in 489 

modern ones (3). This shows, as well as for other aspects of SAC uses and human practices, 490 

such as pastoralism [83], that the old paradigm needs to be questioned. The loss of verbally 491 

transmitted camelid breeding knowledge and marginalization of the few surviving llamas 492 

and alpacas in favour of European origin livestock led to the relegation of traditional herding 493 

to remote, inhospitable regions and loss of livestock quality. The four archaeological samples 494 

studied in the present study were well preserved and could be used to approach such 495 

questions despite deamidation. This is an encouraging step for the future study of 496 

manufactured products (clothing, coca bags, etc.) that are found in many Andean 497 

archaeological contexts. Culminating with the Inca, textiles produced from SAC fibre defined 498 

the economy and influenced hunting and herding practices and priorities. Paleoproteomics 499 

will be useful for determining which SAC species were exploited to produce the yarns. 500 

Moreover, the archaeological material constitutes very precious reference samples for the 501 

search of taxonomic Lamini markers as they are not affected by genetic consequences of 502 

post-Conquest hybridization. 503 

 504 

5. Conclusion 505 

Hair fibre palaeoproteomics is still a developing research field and presents 506 

difficulties compared to that of bone. In particular, the multiple homologous keratin 507 

sequences make protein inference difficult, and for the SAC, poor sequence information 508 

available in databases and important hybridization between species further complicate 509 

interpretation. Here, a combination of different approaches including database search, 510 

multivariate data analysis, molecular networking and database-assisted de novo sequencing 511 

of modern and archaeological samples allowed us to circumvent some of these issues and 512 

provide insights for future research. 513 

Our study is the first to examine all four SAC species at the same time. It provides a 514 

bottom-up proteomic signature of the four species as well as new diagnostic peptides for the 515 
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identification of Camelidae. Good sequence coverage obtained from archaeological hair 516 

opens the possibility of studying fibres collected from fleeces, yarns and ancient textiles 517 

preserved thanks to the climatic conditions found in some regions of South America. Our 518 

work also suggests that more attention should be paid to KAPs to differentiate between 519 

closely related species. Although KAPs are less abundant in fibres than keratins, they were 520 

detected in all of our samples and provided various taxonomic peptides. Although these 521 

proteins are rarely investigated, they have been shown to be linked to the mechanical 522 

properties of wool [84] and to survive long periods of burial in specific conditions [85], 523 

allowing work on degraded fibres. 524 

Finally, this study highlights the potential of molecular networks for 525 

(paleo)proteomics. This method can be very valuable to analyse proteomics data from 526 

organisms with no genomic information, to evaluate non-silent polymorphism and to 527 

understand post-translational modifications and alterations related to diagenesis. 528 
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